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SUMMARY

A method is presented to predict the lifetime of
sailplanes by the experimental and analytical investigation
of spars as their highest loaded primary structure. In this
approach, the knowledge about the fatitue behavior of the
spar cap or flange and the shear web material is used, since
these ar€ the main load carrying 6ber comPonents ofa sPar

beam. In an FE (Finite Etement) analysis, the strains ofa
spar beam ar€ calculated and comPared with measuie-
ments. On this basis, a lifetime calculation is accomplished
for the shear web which is more fatigue sensitive than the
flan8e.It shows that at those maximum strains, the lifetime
would achi€ve the very high and rather academic fi8ure of
more than 10 million flight hours. Under application of the
linear Palmgren-Miner rule, this lifetim€ coresponds to a

load cycle number in a proof test of about 106 when the
spar b€am is loaded in a monotonic (one-step) fatiSue test
up to the design load. First results achieved by testing two
spars correspondingly, confirm that this method may be a
new and beneficial possibility for liferime approval of
sailplan€s.

NOMENCLATURE

a,% strain amplitude
_fi, % m€an strain
,o,% upPer shain
i,% lower strain

FE-analysis Finite Element-analysis
FRP fiber reinforced plastic
G, MPa, GPa
Cl-Ep
Gr-Ep
HT

i
k
kd#, km

ML NM

q, c/m

shear modulus
glass-epoxy
graphite-€poxy
high tensile
safety factor
fatigue slope
term for a mass relat€d loadint in fiber
direction of a t45' shear web

number of fabric layers
fabric mass per area unit

1. INTRODUCIION

The state of certified lif€time for the most modern
sailplanes made of composite materials is 12,000 flight
hours. Some glid€rs have, however, already reached this
limit. An example is an ASK- 21 that has flown in a club in
the U.K. and passed the set limit in 2001 (1). Owners of
other sailplanes may not document the complete fli8ht
time, fearing the extension of the official service life. In the
past, several times intensive service life tests were accom-
plished in Germany to increase the certified time of flight
hours of fiber reinforced plastic (FRP)glidert raising itfirst
from 3,000 h in the sixties io 6,000 h in the early eighties
and then to 12,000 h in the tate eiShties (2-5).

In the meantime, the knowledge about the excellent
fatigue behavior of FRP has grown. Expeiience gain€d
from test programmes with matedals used in sailplanet
light aircraft and wind eneigy turbines, as well as com-
bined with approaches in lifetime prediction strongly su8-
gest that the possible service life ofFRP Sliders may still be
much longer than allowed at the moment (6-8). Load spec
tra tests would merely prolong the certified lifetime for a
certain amount, however would not be able to Prove the
FRt inherent advanlageous fdtigue properrie<.

lnstead of, new tests were made to tet more Profound
infotmation about the possible lifetime by means of a one-
step i.e. constant amplitude fatigue test on a sParbeam reP-

resenting a sailplane wint. For this purpose, lifetime infor-
mation is needed about thematerials that transfer the loads
in such a structure, i.e. relevant s-n (strain-load cycle)
curves especially of the cap and the shear web material.
The procedure will end up in a better knowledg€ on the
possible fatigue of a tlider in a significantly shorter time
than by means of th€ commonly used multi-load level serv
ice life tests.

2" SPAR BEAM STRUCTURE

Six spars were designed and produced bya German glid-
er manufacturer. The box beams had a length of 1.90 m as

shown in Fig. 1. A two-point fixture held each b€am at two
bearings that were located at one end and 0.39 m apart. A
single load was applied to the other €nd of the beam.

The spar caps that were laminated with HT-carbon fiber
rovings and had cured separately were bonded to the
sandwich core of Rohacell 51. The shear webs wele wet-
laminated on each side ofthe core with two layers 145'ori-
ented plain 81ass fabric 92115 (finish FK800) from Interglas
with the epoxy resin system L335/H340 from MGS.

They overlapped with the caps in order to inclease the
bonding surfa€e. The spars were strengthened in the area

R = -u/-o
RT room temperature

strain-load cycle curve
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Figure 1: GeonetflJ of spats.
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Gl-Ep shear web

Figflrc 2: Test section

where the load $'as applied and then tapered to 275 mm
from th€ inner transverse bearing. From this position on,
the spar had constant dimensions. Thus, it had a defined
critical test section where failure was €xpect€d and where
it was fitted r,\,ith strain gauSes. For the geometry and
dimensions of the spars see Fig. 2.

Messque-schn itb

Br.uchqueaschn itt

The spars were desiSned for a single kansverse load of
6.33 kN corresponding to a safety factor of j = I and should
fail at more than i = 1.725. The design philosophy was, that
in a static test the shear web should fail before the cap, i.e.

the maximum design stress of the cap should stay a certain
amount below the design allowable. As to the latigue
aspecL it was aiready demonstrated in (8) that the fatigue
evaluation of the spars can be focused on the web material,
since a glass-+poxy (Cl-Ep) plain fabric shear web is much
more sensitive than a common Cl-Ep spar cap material.
This is €specially valid for the applied Sraphite-€poxy
(Cr Ep) material used in the spar caps, since its fatigue
slope (k'30) is considerably less steep than that of CI Ep
(k'10) (6).

The design procedure of the web was carried out accord-
ing to the requirem€nts of the VDI article 2013 (10). In this
document the loadint term is defined acting in the diiec-
tion of the t-15" oriented fibers which is related to the load
bearing fiber volume. lt is anticipated in this approach that
the resin matrix does not contribute to the strength.

ln case of the spar webt the term ksds is composed
mainly by two parts that result from shear loads and spar
nange elontation induc€d by the bending moment. A third
part caused by the compression load between the cam-
bered upper and lower spar caps which normally plays a
minor role, is, however also regarded. A failure o{ the web
occurs when the sum of the three parts exc€eds a critical
value (19 km at limit load) and, thus, a fiber is overloaded.
ln this theory it is of no importance which part contributes
more to the failure. 

-I 
herefore, it was used in a first step for

the torsion fatigue investigation on Gl Ep tubes with 1.15"

Iay up as described in +. rlhere the ksd: value is repre
sented by pure shear loads.

For a sound fatiglle evaluation it was decided to install a

number of strain gaug€s at the spars and the statically test-
ed tubes. A comparison of th€ strain measur€ments on
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Abb.,l-18: Holmschcibe tur l'tl-Rechnung

Figltc 3: Disk itodel ol FE-ntlalysis .i'n lati't9 the
test se.t;os of the spat beam.

Fig tc 4: Conlressio'1 sttains i'l thc ueb fabtic,
15" to sparparcllel aris (ill'rsttntiolt 90o twisted).

the spars and the tubes at the defined limit load case
(ksd#=19 km) have shown significantly different values.
This can b€ explained by the applied VDI 2013 procedure
which does not consider the influence of the foam core
stiffness (G " 30 MPa) which in our cas€ is very high filling
the whole area of the box beam. Thus- the new referen€e
value of ksd+ in the spars is 13.12 km that results from the
ratio of th€ measured strains in the iubes to the correspon
cting strains in ihe spars.

The strain gauges on ihe spars were distributed over the
height of the cross section of spars 1 io-l in order to get
information about the strains close io the spar cap. This

'\'as 
also useful to compare th€ results with those ofan FE-

analysis (9) h'hich i,as dore parallel. Th€ geometry of the
beams as well as the material properties were considered in
the FE-analysis. The iesi seciion r{'as modeled as a dislr see

Fig. 3.

The strains and stresses were calculaied a! the limit lo.d
(i=1). fhere was good agreement betw€en th€ caiculaied
strains ancl the measured ones described in Chapter 3.

Figure 'l pres€nts ihe calculated distribution of the com-
pression strains versus the hei8ht of the beam of ihe h'eb
fabric atan angl€ of.l5'to the spar-parallelaxis, i.e. in fiber
direction of the l15" web lay-up. lVhile the loading capac
ity of the perpendicularly oriented fibers in ihe middle of
the shear web is weu balanced, it is biased in the area close
to th€ spar cap due to the bencling inctuced strains in the
outer phase of the spar beam.

Although the shear r{'€b is highly endangered to fail ea.-
lier due to fatigue than the spar cap the FE analysis also
shows other critical design areas. On the upper cam
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Eigte 5: Ptittcipal sh esses in the adhesi1te.

bered su ace, targe Gdial tensile stresses exist alont the
longitudinal edges of the glass-€poxy lay-up of the test sec-

tion. Additionally, the principal stresses between foam,
capt and shear web are so large that Premalure cmcks can
occur in lhe matrir due to fa68ue. see alco Fi8. 5.

3. SPAR BEAM TESTS

The 6 spars were investigated in an assembly, which has

been well prcven in other static and fatiSue investitations
on similar structures. It is suitable for testing individual
spar components or two simultaneously in a twin test bed
(e.g. for time consuming load spectra tests), see Fig. 6.

At first, two spars were tested statically at 54oC in order
to show that design and manufacturing had been done
properly. Then the spars No.3and 4 were fatigued with the
load spectra standard KoSMOS2 (11-13) and tested indi-
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vidually for residual strength at 54"C.
Finally, one-step fatigue tests w€re carried out on spars

No. 5 and 6 until the first failure occurred.
The static fracture tests were carried out at the first spar

components according to the normal procedure: j=1 at
room temperature (RT), then i=1 at 54"C and finally the
fracture test at 54'C. Both spars showed a sufficiently high
safety factor of about 1.725 with respect to the design
allowable of the shear web. Fig.7 shows the failure of spar
beam 2 close to the critical test section.

The second pair of spars was tested with KoSMOS2 (11-

13). This version of the load spectrum standard has an
omission of all loads below t7.14%. One life cycle corre-
sponds to 6,000 flight hours. Before during and after the
fatitue investigation, statrc tests at room temperature (RT)

to the desitn load were carried out. After a simulation of
36,000 flight hours no stiffness change could be det€cted
and the t€sts were continued to 72,000 flight hours again
withoutany shffness change. tn the static residual strength
tests at 54"C a safety factor of 2.0 was reached for both com-
ponents, more than the uncycled ones.

The strain measurements at these 4 spars showed that the
spar caps had the intended low strains. The absolute aver-
aged design reference sbain in th€ shear web evaluated by
the 45' strain gauges that was closest to the spar caps, was
about -0.35%. This is in good agreement with the results of
the FE simulation. For lifetime calculahon, this value must
be comparcd with the corresponding strain in the torsion
tube tests, see 4.

The one-steP fatigue tests were accomplished on the
spars No. 5 and 6. The maximum positiv€ load was the
design load (5.33 kN), whereas the negative load corrc-
sponded to that from the v-n diagram (utility category) and
KoSMOS2. For spar No. 5 an R-value of -0.55 was chosen,
for No. 6 R = -0.5. ln contrast to the other 4 spars, th€se
spars were supplied with strain gauges only on the flanges
and at the center oI the webs. The lack of information was
admitted, since the structural behavior was expected to be
quite similar to the other spars.

The fatigue tests were carried outwith a frequency of 1.5

fL. Static inspection tests gave the information about first
signs of stiffness degmdation. The loads, deflections, and
strains at the caps and the web werc documented.
Additionally, the spars were inspected continuously by
eye, especially near the edges of the test s€ction.

Spar beam No. 5 was loaded until 486,200 load cycles at
R = -0.55. After that the test was stopped due to a failure of
a steel fitting at the end fixture whose repair was difficult.
After about 10,000 load cycl€s some small cracks started to
occur at the edges of the tensile spar cap in the area of the
adhesive (filler-thickened resin) between foam, cap and
shear web. The number of crackr increas€d linearly with
lifetime. At 34,700 load €ycles, a delamination flaw
occurred in the edge between compression cap and the
web laminate, which did not propagate later on. These
events can be explained with the high stresses in that area
shown in the FE-calculation. spar beam No. 6 was loaded
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Eigwe & Cticks i the adhesioe oJ the (loToet) te'6ile
cop arca of spat beam 6..t'ter 10,000 load cycles natked
b! dashes at the lou,et edge.

in a similar procedure at R = -0.5. After about 68,000 load
cycles, the test had to be stopP€d, because the telativ€ brit-
tle foam started to fail (friction noises) This could have

eventually led to a buckling failure of the shear web.

The crack formation of ihe adhesive was similar at both
spars. As an examPle, Fig. 8 gives a view ar the des.ribed
area of spar No. 6 after about 10,000 load cycles, where
very few cracks were merely visible (see dash€s at lower
edgel

The Figurcs 9, 10 and 11 show plots of the deflection, ihe
strains in the sh€ar webt and in the caPs of sParbeam No.
5 versus the number of load cycles.

The static tests of the spars were a good means to detect

the startint point and the possible cause of stif{ness
change. lt is obvious that the beginning is relatively early
compared to the total lifetime. The deflection does not
change significantly before 30,000 to 50,000 load cycles are

reached, see Fig 9. After 20,000Ioad cycles, ihe strain-meas-

urement results of the shear web and the caps that are

shown in Fig. 10 and 11 reveal a fatigue behavior that is
more likely du€ to strain gauges failing than due to the
spars themselves. Because ihe gauges were not replaced

€arlyenough with new ones, thelaststatic test Provides the
only prove for this, since the signals of the new gauges

present the true behavior of the spar. While the signak nl
Fig. 10 indicate a weakening of the shear web, those of the

spar caps in Fig. 11 do not show any change of stifhess.
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The different changes in stiffness of the various spar

components can be exPlained with the fact that the
graphite-epoxy spar caPs are not as critical to fatitue as the
glais-epory web-mat€rial. The apparent decrease of the

shear web stiffness may be influenced by the described

crack formation in the adhesive. The combination of both
effects leads to the increase in spar deflection. In summary,
no sitnificant rise in stiffness was observed for either test

spa! up to 30,000 load cycles.

4 LIFETIME EVALUATION

Ir was demonstrated in (8) that the lifetime of the web
matedal is some orders of magnitude lower than thatof the

spar caps. The experience from the spar beam tests shows

that the shear web (including its connection to the sPar cap)

seems to be the weak point of the structure. (8) also lists
cuwes of the fatigue behavior of tlass-epoxy tubes that
have the same lay-up as the web materiat of the test spars.

The tubes were subtected to cyclic torsion loads. Whereas,

howevea (8) presents the test results in terms of shear

stresses (MPa), the herein presented values are in terms of
strain (%) in order to rule out a dePendency on 6ber con-

tenL which influences the stress levels. Additionally it
allows a crcss reference with the strains that were observed

in the shear webs of the.pdrs.
As described in 2., the ksdf-value of the tubes is pro-

duced by pure shear loads:
ksd# = Mt/nqprm-
with torsion moment ML n number of fabric layert a fab-

ric mass per m- q and a mean radius rm
The strain that was measured in the :t45' fibers of the

statically tested torsion tubes at ksdS = 19 km (design limit
value) was slightly more than 0.5%. However the reference

strain in the spars was about 0.35%, thus yielding a maxi-
mum kdf = 13.12 km (see also 2.) This value u/ill b€ the

basis for the lifetime consideration of the sPar web
Fig. 12 shows the s-n curves for 145" fiber-glass €Poxy

tubes that were subjected to torsion loads with stress ratios
of R=0.1 and R=-1. The fabric as well as the ePoxy resin

L335/H340 are identical to the material that was used in
the test spars. The stress or strain ratio, R, is th€ ratio of the
minimumstraio -u, over the maximum strair!-o, that the
test specimens were tested with for the load-cycle dia-
grams.

Fig. 13 represents the corresPonding constant-amplitude-
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lif€ (Haigh) diagrarrl which is used for the lifetime cal-

culation.
On the basis of the theory described in (7), a lifetime Pre-

dicti6n was ca ied out for the tubes. The results of the
maximum strains in the 145'-lay uP versus the cycles

according to KoSMOS (1 cycle = 4000 flight hours) are

shown in Fig. 14.

The lifetime at a maximum strain of about 0 35% can be

obtained hom this chartassuming that this kind of lifetime
prediction also applies to the fatiSue behavior of the web
material near the caps. lt is about 6500 cycles of KoSMOS,

which corresponds to 39,000,000 flight hours.
The equivalent number of one steP load cycles can be

found by plotting the mean and amPlitude strain with the
maximum apPlied strain of-o=0.35% and a shess ratio of
R={.5 or {.55 into the Haigh-diagram. The resulting fig-

_m = Lo+-u)/2 = Lo+R.-o)/2' 0,088%

and
_a = (-o--u)/ 2 = (-o R.-o) l2 ^ 0265%
They intersect with the R = -{.5 or {.ss-radials at about

1.000.000 load cycles, see Fig. 13.

The lifetime prediction was Performed using the mean

values (50% probability of suNival) of the measured data.

It can be assumed that the investitated sPars Possibly have

achieved lifetimes close to the theory because no comPos_

ite r€lated failures were observed when the tests were ter-
minated for other reasons. Thus, it can be concluded that
$e experimenL dnd the lheoretical predrction are in aSree-

The results with the test spars can only be related to the

s-n cuwes of torsion tubes that are of the same comPosite

rnaterial. Many sailptanes are manufactured with Interglas
fabric with FKl44sizintand the resin system GE 162lC260
from Shell. In order to be able to comPare the fatigue life
predictions of the two different composite materialt the
relative fatigueload-rycle curve of the comPosite with the
FKL44/CE162lC26O version is also plotted in Fig. 14. This
data is based on experimental results with torsion tubes,
which are shown in Fit. 15. It shows a slightly lower
fatigue life than the tubes with the other

sizint and resin system. The curves would be closer and
intersect at a lower strain when the properties are related to
ksd# and not to the strains. The reason seems to be in the
stif{ness of the matrix which is not considered in the VDI
2013 approach.

For comparison, Tab. l shows the correlation ofthe strain
and the shear modulus for the two materials at ksd# = 19

km.
Fabric
92115/FK800 L335/H340 -5.045 9.76
921151FK'114 GE1621C260 4.851 10.59

Tab. 1: Strains in fib€r direction and G-Modulus of 145"

plain fabric Gl-Ep tubes at ksdf = 19 km
lhe sl'ghtly smaller modulus of Lll5/H340 causinB a

higher ductility could be a reason for the better fatigue
behavior of this laminate.

Matri)( Strain, % C,CPa

1,0 I
$n curve (meal values) lor
921 15/FKt44,GE162/C260. F=0.1

- -sn cuw€ (mean values)lor
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Figurc 75: sat carces of totsio tubes (s27751EK144, GE1621C260) TDith +45' layary t'ot R=0,1 anil -1, meaft lal es'
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The question was inv€stigated whether one-step fatigue
tests on the spar stmctures can be used to get useful infor-
mation about the possible lifetime of a sailplane.
Additional to the experiments on six spars, fatigue tests on
torsion tubes were carried out. They simulate the Cl-Ep
shear webs, which are the weakest component of a spar
beam. The lifetime prediction that is based on th€ fatigue
curves and the sailplane load spectra standard KoSMOS,
suwests 39*106 possible flight hours with a maximum ref-
erence strain of about 0.35% in the 4sqfiber direction. This
is the avenge strain from the measurements with the four
test spars. The theoretical lifetime equivalent was found to
be about 106 load cycles in a one-step test.

Two spars were loaded in a static fracture test at 54"C up
to the required safety factor of 1.725. Two other spars were
farigue tesred with rhe standard KoSMOS to 72,000 flight
hours without any stiffness change. Both demonstrated in
a r€sidual strength test at 54"C a high factor of safety of2.0.

Next tr'vo spars were fatigued in a one-step test at the ref-
erence strain of 0.35%. These tests had to be stopped
because of the failure ofa steel fitting at one structure with
about 0.5*106load cycles and about 0.07*106load cycles at
the other wh€re the sandwich core foam failed too early.
Nevertheless it was demonstrated that at least about half of
the predicted lifetime can be achieved if prcmature {ailure
other than in the primary composite structurc could be
avoided. Thus, the used approach of lifetime prediction
seems to be a tuturc possibility for the approval of a hith-
er service life for sailplanes and light aircraft. It should be
accompanied by data on crack formation and possible stiff-
ness degradation.

For structures with the imposed strains, the most impor-
tant results of the investigation can be summarized in the
following:

- In the one-step tests to the limit load at R ' {.5 no sit-
nificant stifhess change was observed until 30000 load
cycles.

- At 10,000 load cycles, first delaminations or crack for
mations started in the adhesive material, i.e. no visible
signs of fadgue before that.

- Followint the theor), 10,000 load rycles correspond to
about 390,000 flight hours.

- No fatigue could be detected at the spars tested by the
KoSMOS standard load spectrum to 72,000 flight hours.

- Those spars showed a safety factor of 2.0 in a residual
static strentth test at 54'C.

- Hence, a lifetime of 50,000 h can be recommended with
a high safety factor on life.

Howevea in sailplanes, the limit design ksd# is normal-
ly higher than in the tested spars since less foam core mate-
rial is used than in this pro$am. As an example, the ASK
21 mentioned in (1), has a maximum ksd# of about 15 km
corresponding to a reference strain of slightly more than
0.4%. According to Fi8. 14, this would lead to 1,000 cycles
of KoSMOS. Furthermore, this glider is manufactured with
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the resin GE162/C260 from Shell and Interglas fabric with
FK144sizing. Using the corresponding culve in Fig.14 400

cycles of KosMos are equivalent to 2,400,tn0 flight hours.
The use of plain fabric in the shear webs ofa tlider could

be critical, however when the spar would be designed to
the allowable of ksd$ = 19 km. As shown in Fig. 14 this
would result in 60 cycles of the KoSMOS spectrum or
360,000 flight hours, but this will notbe a problem, since in
most cases sailplane l\,ing spars have lwill fabric in the
highest loaded parts of the shear webs. As shown in (8),

twill is much less fatigue sensitive than the plain fabric that
rvas used in the herein introduced investigation.

There were several conservative design aspects in the
tested spars. Besides the use of phin instead of twi fabric,
the box beam design is also suboptimal. The sandwich
foam was brittle and failed too early. The high amount of
stiff core material hampered the desired high loading of the
shear webs. Additionally, the load introduchon points
should be strengthened such as th€ steel fittings which are
liable to fail earlier than the investigated composite.

More experience is therefore desirable, for example:
- The testing of more structures to get a better statistical

evaluation of data.
The testing of more realistic or optimized designs of

spar beam structures.
- The investigation of complex stress situation in the
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